Swiss Federal Railways published for the last time their 3 volume timetable in 2017.

Thanks the initiative of the Swiss Traffic Club VCS, together with Pro Bahn Switzerland and the Association for public transport IGÖV, a timetable will also be published for 2019 and if demand remains this will continue in the future. The new edition will now consist of 2 volumes: apart of the roughly 900 gram weighing volume 1 with all timetables for railways, funiculars and lake steamers, station index and general information, it will have a second volume for the following reason (official text from VCS):

From 9 June 2019 to 20 December 2020, the Zug - Art-Goldau line will be closed due to construction work and trains from Zurich will be diverted via Rotkreuz. This leads to massive timetable changes on the north-south axis via Gotthard with additional space requirements in the timetable book. Therefore, all timetable fields between Zurich / Lucerne and Chiasso are displayed in a separate book (Volume 2). Both parts (Volume 1 & 2, together about 1300 gram) are delivered together and sold as one unit.

The price for the new timetable for 2019, valid from 9 December 2018 on, including the supplement is CHF 19.80 or € 17.60. It will be available at FAHRPLANCENTER from 7 december 2018 on.

About 30 SBB stations and up to other 60 other sales points, like as ticket offices (of BLS, RhB, ZB and others) will offer it also at the price of CHF 19.80.

You can order it by mail from FAHRPLANCENTER, adding mail rates, or get it directly at the shop every Friday afternoon between 14.00 and 17.00 (2 p.m. to 5 p.m.).

**Additional costs for mail and packing are:**

Within Switzerland CHF 8.00 by Economy mail or CHF 10.00 by Priority mail.

By Book Post Economy to Germany add € 11,70, France € 17,10, other European countries CHF 18.20 / € 15,95,

Overseas CHF 30.00 (add 50% for Priority mail).

These rates are valid until 31 March 2019 only!
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